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Today’s Agenda
Introductions

Framing the conversation on optimizing the design of A&F

◦ Brehaut et al (2016) and Hysong et al (2016)

◦ Feedback Intervention Theory as our organizing theoretical model

Optimizing feedback: using your own project or an exemplar at your table, we will 
work through four overarching elements for optimizing feedback:

◦ Nature of the desired action

◦ Nature of the data

◦ Feedback display

◦ Feedback delivery



Workshop Aims
Consider and practice applying the principles of best 
practice in A&F design by: 

◦ Assessing the limitations of existing A&F interventions

◦ Applying and discussing key recommendations for optimizing the 
design of A&F 



About Us



Who do we have in the room?
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Research Staff

Clinicians

Trainees/graduate students

Other Healthcare Professionals

Government (non-clinical)

Researchers / Scientists

Workshop Attendees by Occupation

Percent

Take 5 minutes to introduce yourselves at 
your tables, and discuss

1. Who you are, where you are from

2. What sort of A&F work/research you are 
currently involved in

3. A burning question/issue related to 
optimizing design that you hope we might 
be able to cover or get advice on
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CP-FIT: The 
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CP-FIT: Key 
Propositions

• Healthcare professionals and organizations have a finite 
capacity to engage with and respond to feedback

• Interventions that require less work, supply additional 
resources, or are considered worthwhile enough to justify 
investment, are most effective

Capacity Limitations:  

• Healthcare professional sand organizations have strong beliefs 
about how patient care should be provided that influence their 
interactions with feedback

• Those that align with and enhance these beliefs are most 
effective

Identity and Culture:  

• Feedback interventions that successfully and directly support 
clinical behaviors for individual patients are most effective

Behavioral Induction:



Brehaut’s 15 
Recommendations

Brehaut, Colquhoun, Eva, Carroll, Sales, Michie, Ivers, Grimshaw (2016). Practice feedback 
interventions: 15 suggestions for optimizing effectiveness. Annals of Internal Medicine, 164, 
435-441.
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CP-FIT: 
Feedback 
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Brehaut’s 15 
Recommendations
Aspects of feedback likely to be associated with 
effective interventions currently under-utilized

Identified based on:
◦ Theory 

◦ Data from existing reviews

◦ International experts

At first glance, some may seem obvious and self-
evident 

◦ When trying to operationalize them, sometimes not 
as straightforward 

◦ Needs practice, discussion and consideration of what 
the evidence suggests



Section 1: Nature of the desired action
1. “Recommend actions that are consistent with established goals and priorities”
◦ Consider whether recipients have set internal goals to improve/the impact of external 

priorities: align feedback

2a. “Recommend actions that have room to improve for the recipient”
◦ If provide feedback to everyone, some may be meeting or exceeding performance on 

one or more actions; may disengage or undermine effectiveness: review baseline 
performance

2b. “Recommend actions that are under the control of the recipient”
◦ If the recipient cannot do anything about it, at best they disengage and at worst you 

create frustration

3. “Recommend specific actions”
◦ Once receiving feedback, if there is no mechanism to support how to act on the 

discrepancy between the feedback and the goal/priority, feedback may not be effective



Section 2: Nature of the data available for feedback
4. “Provide multiple instances of feedback”
◦ One-off feedback does not allow assessment of progress which is core to 

maintaining motivation to continue making effort. 

5. “Provide feedback as soon as possible and at a frequency informed by the 
number of new patient cases (or opportunities to enact the behaviour)”
◦ The older the data, the more easily it can be discounted. 
◦ Too frequent feedback without time to make changes in between may lead to 

disengagement/ignoring feedback.

6. “Provide individual rather than general data”
◦ The higher the level of aggregation of the data, the less clear what the recipient 

is contributing and the easier to discount



Section 2: Nature of the data available for feedback
7. “Choose comparators that reinforce the desired behaviour change”
◦ Own behaviour in the past for assessing progress
◦ Too many comparators = opportunities to focus on the one doing ‘best’ on
◦ If comparing to others, need to be seen to be challenging yet achievable 

(“aspirational”), and people that the recipient identifies with (the more 
diffuse/broad, the less likely to identify with)

◦ “Step away from benchmarking against the mean and 
consider tailored performance comparisons”

◦ “Balance the credibility and actionability of the feedback 
message”

◦ “Provide performance trends, but not trends alone”
◦ “Encourage feedback recipients to set personal, explicit 

targets guided by relevant information”



Section 3: Feedback display
8. “Closely link the visual display and summary message”
◦ Speaks to ease and consistency of engaging with the feedback

9. “Provide feedback in more than 1 way”
◦ Multiple modalities presenting the same feedback data may help to address 

preferences for how data is presented

10. “Minimize extraneous load for feedback recipients”
◦ The more different indicators/behaviours being feedback at once, the more 

cognitive load and likelihood of disengaging; cannot necessarily presume that 
recipient will pick and choose/prioritise. They may disengage.

◦ Simple = good. Busy, complex (e.g. 3D graphical elements), difficult to interpret = 
bad



Section 4: Delivering the feedback intervention
11. “Address barriers to using/engaging with the feedback itself”

◦ If you build it, will they come? Not necessarily. Rolls Royce A&F wont work if the email is not 
opened, the dashboard not used, or the website not logged into

12. “Provide short, actionable messages followed by optional detail”
◦ Busy recipients may not engage with the detail. Cater first to the busy recipient, but provide option 

for those that want a deep dive. 

13. “Address credibility of the information”
◦ Trusted sources = good! Unknown, mistrusted sources = bad

14. “Prevent defensive reactions to feedback”:
◦ For some recipients or some behaviours, feedback (particularly if clearly different from standard or 

comparator) may be seen as threat to professional identity, livelihood, and pride. 

15. “Construct feedback through social interaction”
◦ Discussing feedback in a social setting may support recipients in using feedback for their own 

learning
◦ Encouraging self-assessment as preparation for the discussion can help with reflection



A Case Example



Case Example: A&F to Decrease 
Inappropriate Prescribing for ABU

Decrease inappropriate urine culture and  Rx for ABU

Consistent with IDSA guidelines

Diagnosis, test orders, prescription orders

Multiple cases, delivered over course of a year 

Feedback delivered no less than monthly

Individualized case feedback

Compare clinician decisions to IDSA algorithm

Interactive PPT linking individual behaviors to 
IDSA algorithm and correct solution info 

Interactive ppt. highlights correct pathway

Educational session on IDSA guideline; study PI as champion

Correct solution info provided IDSA guideline details

Study PI as champion highly respected in CAUTI field

Standardized script for feedback

No built-in design features
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Specific actions

Consistent with goals and priorities

Actions can improve and under recipient’s control

Multiple instances of feedback

Timely and at  a frequency informed b n of new pts

Individual level data

Comparators reinforce desired behavior

Link visual and summary message

Multiple formats of feedback

Minimize extraneous cognitive load

Address barriers to FB use

Short actionable messages /optional detail

Source credibility

Prevent defensive reactions

FB through social interaction



Applying the 15 
Recommendations to 
Your Work

BREAKOUT EXERCISE



Picking the low hanging fruit
Using your own project or the A&F intervention exemplars at your table:

◦ ASSESS the extent to which they are consistent with recommendations

◦ DISCUSS how the recommendations and theory could enhance the design

We will work our way through 4 different overarching ways of optimizing the…
◦ Section 1: Nature of the desired action

◦ Section 2: Nature of the data available for feedback

◦ Section 3: Feedback display itself

◦ Section 4: Delivering the feedback interventions

For each section, we will spend 15 mins at tables ASSESSING and DISCUSSING 

then 5 mins for reporting back
Nominate someone at your table to report

Use the worksheet entitled “Optimising the design of audit and feedback”



Example A&F to work from
At your table, pick one of the following to work through:

➢ Your own project 

➢ Beck et al (2005), JAMA, Hospital-based, QI for acute myocardial infarction 

➢ Thomas et al (2006), Lancet, Primary care lab test ordering 

➢ Tierney et al (1986), Medical Care, internal medicine preventive care 

➢ Wadland et al (2007), Annals of Family Medicine, primary care referral to 
smoking cessation



Section 1: Nature of the desired action
“Recommend actions that are consistent with established goals and priorities”

◦ ASSESS: Have the recipients set an internal goal to improve OR was the feedback that was presented consistent with 
an external priority?

◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?

“Recommend actions that have room to improve for the recipient”
◦ ASSESS: What evidence do we have that there is room for improvement in the recipients? Does that evidence apply 

to everyone who will receive the feedback?
◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?

“Recommend actions that are under the control of the recipient”
◦ ASSESS: Is it reasonable that the feedback recipient is responsible for acting on the feedback?
◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?

“Recommend specific actions”
◦ ASSESS: Does the feedback intervention make suggestions for improvement of behaviour or support developing an 

action or coping plan?
◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?



Section 1: Nature of 
the desired action

REPORTING BACK



Section 2: Nature of the data available for 
feedback
“Provide multiple instances of feedback”

◦ ASSESS: How many times did the recipient receive feedback on a given behaviour?
◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?

“Provide feedback as soon as possible and at a frequency informed by the number of new patient cases 
(or opportunities to enact the behaviour)”

◦ ASSESS: What was the time interval between receipt of each feedback report? Was that appropriate?
◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?

“Provide individual rather than general data”
◦ ASSESS: Did recipient receive feedback on their own performance, feedback aggregated to a group level, or both?
◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?

“Choose comparators that reinforce the desired behaviour change”
◦ ASSESS: Is there a comparator? If so, is it ‘aspirational’? For all feedback recipients? Are recipients’ own performance 

trends included? Is goal-setting encouraged?
◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?



Section 2: Nature of 
the data available for 
feedback

REPORTING BACK



Section 3: Feedback display
“Closely link the visual display and summary message”

◦ ASSESS: Are the visual display and any summary messages in visual proximity of another another?

◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?

“Provide feedback in more than 1 way”
◦ ASSESS: In how many different ways was the feedback provided? (verbal; text; numerical; figures; 

graphs; tables; other)?”

◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?

“Minimize extraneous load for feedback recipients”
◦ ASSESS: How many different behaviours/indicators did the feedback address? How much 

cognitive load does the feedback provoke?

◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look 
like?



Section 3: Feedback 
display

REPORTING BACK



Section 4: Delivering the feedback 
intervention
“Address barriers to using/engaging with the feedback itself”

◦ ASSESS: Were the barriers/enablers to engaging with the feedback materials assessed and addressed?

◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?

“Provide short, actionable messages followed by optional detail”
◦ ASSESS: Are there summary messages? Are they directive/actionable?

◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?

“Address credibility of the information”
◦ ASSESS: Who is providing the feedback? Is it clear that they are seen as credible by the recipient?

◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?

“Prevent defensive reactions to feedback”:
◦ ASSESS: Was there reassurance that feedback would not trigger punitive measures? Is the nature of the feedback likely to provoke a 

defensive reaction if ‘doing poorly’?

◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?

“Construct feedback through social interaction”
◦ ASSESS: Was the FB designed to be received and discussed in a social setting? Is there opportunity for self-assessment first before 

group discussion?

◦ DISCUSS: How could the design of this element be improved? What would improvement look like?



Section 4: Delivering 
the feedback 
intervention

REPORTING BACK



Applications to your own A&F initiatives
At your tables, discuss how you might apply these principles to your own 
setting

Anything that you are already applying that might be further optimized?

-examples of how it has worked (or not!)

Anything not yet applying, but could?



Q&A



Thank you for 
joining us!
Contact information:

◦ Sylvia J. Hysong, Ph.D. -
hysong@bcm.edu

◦ Nicola McCleary, Ph.D. –
nmcleary@ohri.ca

mailto:hysong@bcm.edu
mailto:nmcleary@ohri.ca





